Directional Compton profiles ͑CP's͒ of Li 100Ϫx Mg x (0рxр40) were measured for ͑11͒12 directions of the momentum transfer q with ͑0.14͒ 0.16 a.u. (a.u.ϭatomic units: h " ϭeϭmϭ1) momentum space resolution using synchrotron x rays, monochromatized to ͑31͒ 59 keV ͑values in brackets refer to xϭ0). The total experimental valence electron CP's, their second derivatives, and the associated directional differences were compared with the corresponding Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker-coherent-potential-approximation-local-densityapproximation ͑KKR-CPA-LDA͒ computations. Discrepancies between measurements and calculations are partly traced back to an inadequate treatment of electron correlation effects within the LDA framework. The three-dimensional ͑3D͒ valence-electron momentum density, ͑p͒, as well as the 3D occupation number density N(k), were reconstructed from experimental data using the Fourier-Bessel method. The reconstructed ͑p͒'s exhibit evidence of higher momentum components due to 110 umklapp processes, whose variations with x are in reasonable agreement with the KKR-CPA calculations. The experimental N(k)'s provide a direct measure of the Fermi-surface anisotropy and show the presence of necks on the 110 Brillouin-zone boundaries for xу13 in good accord with 2D positron annihilation experiments. ͓S0163-1829͑99͒14833-1͔
I. INTRODUCTION
Li 100Ϫx Mg x alloys form a solid solution of Mg in the bcc Li lattice 1 over a wide range of composition 0ϽxϽ70; the average number of valence electrons per atom then varies continuously from 1 to 1.7, while the lattice constant increases only slightly from 6.633 a.u. (a.u.ϭatomic units: h " ϭeϭmϭ1) to 6.648 a.u. with a shallow minimum of 6.603 a.u. at xϭ35. 2 Insofar as the Fermi surface ͑FS͒ is concerned, we expect the nearly free-electron FS of Li to expand with increasing Mg content and make contact with the Brillouin-zone ͑BZ͒ boundary first along the direction of the shortest reciprocal-lattice vector (G 110 for bcc͒ at a certain critical concentration x c ͑48% Mg for the free-electron model͒. For these reasons, LiMg alloys have been the subject of numerous experimental studies to test theoretical models of electronic structure of chemically disordered solids. In this vein, we have been motivated to undertake the present study since the Compton spectra provide a direct measure of the ground-state electron momentum density and hence of the underlying electronic wavefunctions and the FS.
Recent work 3, 4 has shown that directional Compton profiles ͑CP's͒ with a momentum space resolution of the order of 0.1 a.u. can yield useful information about the electron momentum density including its higher momentum components arising from umklapp processes. Additionally, quite small anisotropies associated with the asphericity of the FS can be deduced. This is especially important for testing band theory predictions since the conventional FS technique of choice, the de Haas-van Alphen ͑dHvA͒ effect, is not applicable in this case. The reason is that the bcc Li undergoes a martensitic transition to a mixed bcc/9R samarium-like phase for TϽ75 K, 5 so that the low temperatures needed for carrying out dHvA measurements are not feasible. Notably Randles and Springford 6 approached the problem by artificially suppressing the martensitic transition by measuring dHvA in a polycrystalline dispersion of Li spheres of small size; the directional information was of course lost in this way. On the other hand, the Compton scattering 7 and angular correlation of positron annihilation radiation 8 ͑ACAR͒ experiments do not require long mean free paths or low temperatures and, therefore, are especially suited to study the bcc LiMg alloys. Relative to ACAR, the Compton technique possesses the advantage that the interpretation of the spectra is not complicated by the presence of the positron. In particular, backfolding of the momentum density into the first BZ either by utilizing the Lock-Crisp-West ͑LCW͒ theorem 9 or the corresponding Fourier theorem of Schülke, 10 strictly yields the occupation number density only in the case of Compton scattering and not of ACAR spectra.
It should be noted that in disordered alloys of interest to this paper, another effect comes into play in inducing finite electronic lifetimes, namely, the disorder scattering of states. Consequently, even at low temperatures, the application of the dHvA and other techniques based on transport phenomena is generally limited to the dilute impurity regime. By contrast, the Compton and ACAR experiments are applicable to concentrated alloys. In comparing Compton and ACAR, we should also keep in mind that the two spectroscopies probe the electronic structure differently.
The positron can show a preferential affinity for a specific site in a binary alloy, whereas the Compton would sample the electronic states more uniformly. Indeed, a difference in the positron affinity between Li and Mg sites has been predicted in LiMg alloys 11 due to differences in the associated pseudopotentials. 12 Early one-dimensional ͑1D͒ ACAR study of polycrystalline LiMg samples was reported by Stewart. 13 Refs. 11 report 1D-ACAR and positron lifetime measurements, also on polycrystals, with focus on the issue of positron affinity, but find no indication of preferential annihilation for xϽ50. References 14 undertake a combined 1D-ACAR and Compton study and discuss their results mainly in terms of blurring of the FS due to disorder scattering; the FS contact with the 110-BZ boundary was estimated to occur between 30 and 40 at. % Mg, although FS information could only be obtained indirectly since polycrystalline samples were used. A detailed 2D-ACAR FS study of Li and LiMg alloys has been carried out by Triftshäuser et al. 15 and the results analyzed in terms of charge selfconsistent KorringaKohn-Rostoker coherent-potential approximation ͑KKR-CPA͒ computations based on the local-density approximation ͑LDA͒ by Rajput et al. 16 By utilizing a scheme for reconstructing the occupation number density via LCW folding, Ref. 16 obtains details of the FS anisotropy for 0рx р60. KKR-CPA calculations predict FS contact along the 110 direction to occur at x c ϭ17Ϯ4 ͑where the FS radius is defined as the position of the peak in the spectral density function in the alloy͒. This result is in reasonable accord with the value of x c ϭ20 deduced from thermopower and resistivity measurements, 17 Bearing these considerations in mind, it seemed worthwhile to undertake a theory-experiment study of LiMg alloys. With the more direct access to the electron momentum density and FS's provided by the high-resolution Compton scattering technique, we decided to confront highly accurate parameter free KKR-LDA-CPA computations with the corresponding measurements for a range of alloy compositions.
A fairly large number of directional CP's for each composition have been measured as well as computed in order to carry out a proper 3D reconstruction of the momentum space and occupation number densities. The fact that a Compton experiment involves a 1D projection of the 3D momentum density and a concomitant loss of information is ameliorated via measurements along many directions in this manner, as has been demonstrated previously in the study of pure Li. 4 The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II some basic relations which connect Compton profiles both with the electron momentum space density and the occupation number density are outlined in order to clarify the reconstruction of these quantities. Section III gives salient details of the KKR-LDA-CPA computations. Section IV gives the relevant details of experiments and data processing. In Sec. V the experimental results in the form of ͑i͒ directional CP differences, ͑ii͒ reconstructed electron momentum space densities, ͑iii͒ reconstructed occupation number densities and FS anisotropy, and ͑iv͒ second derivatives of the CP's are presented and compared with the corresponding theoretical quantities. Finally, Sec. VI outlines the conclusions of this study.
II. BASIC RELATIONS
Under the conditions of the impulse approximation, 22 the double differential cross section for inelastic scattering from an electron system, as measured in a Compton scattering experiment, is proportional to the so-called Compton profile
where 1 and 2 are the frequencies of the incoming and scattered beam, respectively. p z , which is the component of the electron momentum in the direction of the momentum transfer q, is connected with the variables of the Compton scattering experiment by
where is the scattering angle. The Compton profile J(p z ) contains the desired information about momentum space density of the scattering system via J͑ p z ͒ϭ ͵ ͵ ͑p͒dp x dp y ,
͑3͒
where ͑p͒ is the electron momentum density which can be written in terms of one-electron Bloch states, labeled by the reduced wave vector k and band index , as follows:
where n Ј (k) is the occupation number density, whose offdiagonal elements shall be neglected in what follows, an approximation, which was shown to be justified for nearly-freeelectron metals by Lundqvist and Lyden. 24 Accordingly, we skip the double summation ,Ј in the following. 
III. KKR-LSD-CPA CALCULATIONS
The Compton profile ͑CP͒ calculations in Li 100Ϫx Mg x were carried out within the all-electron charge self-consistent KKR-LSD-CPA framework and are parameter free, the use of LDA for treating exchange-correlation effects and the KKR-CPA for the disorder effects notwithstanding. In this work, total energies were not minimized to determine the lattice constant at each concentration, but instead the experimental lattice data were used. The result for the limiting case of xϭ0 are in good agreement with those obtained independently in Li via the KKR approach. The electronic structure and Fermi surface of Li 100Ϫx Mg x using the same methodology has been reported previously in Ref. 16 . The underlying KKR-LSD-CPA methodology is described in Refs. 27-29; the relevant Green's-function formulation for treating the momentum density and CP's in disordered alloys is given in Refs. 30-32. The exchange-correlation effects have been incorporated within the von Barth-Hedin local-spin density ͑LSD͒ approximation. 33 The Lam-Platzman correction 34 for
Li was computed using the occupation number density for the uniform electron gas; a similar correction for the case of LiMg alloy was not computed since the procedure for such a calculation is somewhat unclear in alloys and, in any event, these corrections being spherically symmetric induce spurious structure in the CP at the free-electron Fermi radius. Mg charge densities for each alloy composition considered are self-consistent to an accuracy of about 10 Ϫ4 electrons/ atom and the Fermi energies to 10 Ϫ4 Ry. A maximum angular momentum cutoff of l max ϭ2 was employed in all cases.
In order to obtain the CP, the 3D momentum density ͑p͒ was first evaluated in terms of the momentum matrix element of the KKR-CPA Green's function [29] [30] [31] over a fine mesh of 48ϫ1785ϫ177 p points covering momenta up to p max ϭ5 a.u. This mesh involves 1785 k points in the 1/48th irreducible part of the Brillouin zone with each k point translated into 177 p points by adding reciprocal-lattice vectors; the factor of 48 accounts for the symmetry operations of the cubic point group. The CP can then be computed by evaluating the 2D integrals of Eq. ͑3͒ accurately. The final CP's have been calculated over a momentum mesh containing 201 p points in the range 0-3 a.u. along each of the 11 measured directions in Li and 12 directions each for the three alloy compositions. The accuracy of the present CP's is about 1 part in 10 4 .
IV. EXPERIMENT AND DATA PROCESSING
The Compton measurements on the LiMg alloys were performed at the Compton spectrometer installed at the NE1-beamline of the KEK-accumulation ring operated at 6.4 GeV and 35-20 mA. The x-ray source of this beamline is an electromagnetic 41-pole wiggler with a critical photon energy of 26.5 keV. The double focusing Si͑111͒ monochromator 35 consists of 20 independently adjustable Si crystal rods accepting a 155 mm wide horizontal opening of the beam over a length of 10 mm. Each of these rods is cylindrically bent for horizontal focusing, where segmentation prevents anticlastic bending. The vertical focusing can then be attained by an appropriate relative rotation of the rods with respect to an axis in the orbital plane perpendicular to the beam. This way the beam is focused to a spot of 3 ϫ8 mm 2 on the sample, which is mounted in the scattering chamber of the Compton spectrometer, evacuated to 3 ϫ10 Ϫ6 mbar. The Compton spectrometer is described in detail elsewhere, 36 and consists of four independent analyzing systems arranged on the surface of a cone thus providing a scattering angle of 160°. Each analyzer is equipped with a triangular Cauchois-type Si͑422͒ crystal cylindrically bent to a radius of 2.5 m, so that in each analyzing system a complete Compton spectrum was recorded on an image plate whose total spatial resolution was 200 m, 37 and whose efficiency with respect to uniformity and energy dependence was tested. 38 The image plates were read by a helium-neonlaser scanner with a 100ϫ100 m 2 focus. This way four directional CP's which differ with respect to the crystallographic orientation of the scattering vector q could be measured simultaneously. The total momentum space resolution of the Compton spectrometer is calculated 36 to be 0.11 a.u. and is determined mainly by the 88 eV bandwidth of the monochromator at the primary energy of 59.38 keV. However, the experimental resolution as measured by the width of the quasielastic line ͑see Fig. 2͒ varies; the best resolution is 0.145 a.u. which is found in the 40 at. % Mg alloy specimen and the worst resolution is 0.173 a.u., which is found in the 13 at. % alloy specimen. The additional broadening is due to the fact that the final Compton spectrum is the result of adding up a large number of laser traces of the image plate by using the quasielastic peak as a guide. The weak quasielastic peak inevitably causes an extra broadening in this process, which decreases with increasing Mg content. In order to make comparison of experiment and theory easier we use a representative experimental resolution of 0.16 a.u. to convolute the theory.
The single-crystal Li 100Ϫx Mg x samples with xϭ13, 28, and 40 were grown by a modified Bridgman technique, and cut into plates of 1-3.5 mm thickness perpendicular to ͓110͔. The samples, which were stored in water-free parafin oil, were cleaned from parafin by heptan, then etched by a oneto-one mixture of methanol and 96% acetic acid and again cleaned with xylol. This entire chemical treatment was performed under Ar atmosphere within the scattering chamber, which was then immediately evacuated to 3ϫ10 Ϫ6 mbar. We have obtained 12 different Compton profiles for each LiMg alloy composition by measuring three different sample orientations in each case. The orientation distribution within the irreducible orientation triangle is shown in Fig. 1 . In Fig.  2 ϭ40 to 3 to 1 for xϭ13. This large difference is due to the very different effective scattering volumes. Experimental details of Compton measurements on pure Li, which are used as a reference in this work have already been published in Ref. 6 . All these measurement were performed at the Compton beamline 39 of HASYLAB ͑HAmburger SYnchrotronstrahlungs-LABor͒.
The procedure used for extracting the CP's J(p z ) from the measured intensity distribution I(x), where x is the linear position on the detector ͑image plates at KEK and Ge 200-strip detector at HASYLAB͒, has been described in detail in Ref. 4 , including the necessary energy-dependent corrections ͑with respect to absorption, scaling, detector efficiency, analyzer crystal reflectivity, cross section, and multiple scattering͒ and the subtraction of a nonlinear background. The data processing described in Ref. 4 refers to the HASYLAB-data ͑pure Li͒. The KEK data ͑LiMg alloys͒ were processed the same way with one variation: The detector ͑image plate͒ efficiency was experimentally determined along with the analyzer crystal reflectivity by measuring the intensity of various fluorescence lines in the relevant spectral range using the Cauchois analyzing system in combination with the image plate ͑energy-dependent efficiency͒ and using a Ge solidstate detector ͑nearly 100% efficiency independent on energy in that spectral range͒. The multiple-scattering contribution was calculated by means of a Monte Carlo simulation written by Sakai. 40 The relative portion of double scattering compared to single scattering was 2.7% for Li and 5% for the Li 60 Mg 40 alloy in good agreement with calculations of Paatero and Halonen. 41 The contribution of triple scattering could be neglected. core contribution 42 from the total profile; the data points give the average for p z Ͻ0 and p z Ͼ0. The relative error at p z ϭ0 is 0.6% and cannot be represented in form of an error bar. The corresponding KKR-LDA-CPA predictions are also plotted after convolution with a suitable Gaussian ͑0.16 a.u. FWHM͒ to reflect the momentum resolution of the experiment. As already mentioned, the Lam-Platzman-type correlation corrections 34 were not computed for alloys. In any event, the discrepancy in Fig. 3 is far from the experimental error, and is of roughly the same size in Li, where it has been shown 4 ͑see also the discussion of Fig. 5 below͒ that this discrepancy is only reduced somewhat by an LDAtype correlation correction. 34 This statement applies to all LiMg-valence electron CP's. Interestingly, Kubo 43 has calculated correlation corrections within the GW scheme in Li and obtained a theoretical CP in substantial accord with the measurements. Several other recent attempts [44] [45] [46] to study correlation effects on the momentum density are noteworthy.
More work is, however, needed for developing a practical scheme of wide applicability for incorporating such effects in materials. It has recently been proposed by Dugdale and Jarlborg 47 to explain the aforementioned discrepancy by a temperature effect. But it could be shown by Sternemann et al. 48 that in contrast to the predictions of Ref. 45 the Compton profile of Li is sharpened with rising temperature mainly due to the decreasing electron density. Figure 4 shows the differences between the ͓110͔ and ͓100͔ directional CP's; results for other orientation differences are similar and not shown in the interest of brevity ͑see Ref. 4 for the case of Li͒. Although a reasonable overall accord between theory and experiment is evident, the amplitude of the oscillations in the experimental spectra is strongly attenuated compared to the theoretical predictions, especially in the low Mg concentration regime. Moreover, a number of discrepancies with respect to zero crossings can be seen. As discussed in Ref. 4 , a part of these discrepancies can be traced back to an isotropic smearing of the higher momentum components of the momentum density due to the excitation of plasmaron states during the Compton scattering process. This explanation finds support by plots of the difference between calculated and experimental CP's for different q orientations in Fig. 5 . As shown in Ref. 4 , the q-orientation dependent oscillating fine structure of these plots can likewise be attributed to a reduced contribution of higher momentum components seen in experiment compared to the theoretical predictions. Disregarding the aforementioned fine structure, the differences between theory and experiment in Fig. 5 are quite similar for various directional profiles. Also, the size and shape of the curves in Fig. 5 is similar for various Mg concentrations which indicates that correlation effects on the CP's in the LiMg alloys are insensitive to the electron/atom ratio. In order to demonstrate the role of the Lam-Platzman-correction, 34 this correction is plotted in Fig. 5 for the case of pure Li, so that one can see that this correction cannot account completely for the difference between calculation and experiment.
B. 3D reconstructed momentum space densities
Using 11 CP's for Li and 12 CP's for each of the LiMg alloys, we have reconstructed the 3D momentum density ͑p͒ via the Fourier-Bessel method 26 described in detail in Ref. 4 . The profiles were interpolated on an equidistant p z scale (⌬ p z ϭ0.025 a.u.), and B(z) values up to z max ϭ30 a.u. were taken into account. The value of z max was chosen such that ͉B(z max )͉Ϸ B , where B is the standard deviation of B(z). In order to emphasize the physically interesting anisotropy of the momentum density, Fig. 6 gives the anisotropic part ⌬͑p͒ of ͑p͒ in the ⌫NPH plane in the form of a level diagram, where the ⌬͑p͒ is obtained by subtracting the isotropic (lϭ0) part of an expansion of ͑p͒ into cubic harmonics; the corresponding error map 4 of ⌬͑p͒ Ϫ3 . The trace of the Fermi surface, as defined via Eq. ͑10͒, is the bold solid line, the dashed line is the BZ boundary.
is plotted in Fig. 7 , where in the case of the LiMg alloys, beside the statistical error also the nonuniformity of the image plates was taken into account in the calculation 49 of the error of the experimentally reconstructed ͑p͒. One can easily verify that the only structures of ⌬͑p͒, which are clearly beyond experimental error are ͑i͒ those around the 110 Brillouin-zone boundary near the N point ͑double-peak structure in the case of Li, which merges into a single peak for the LiMg alloys͒, ͑ii͒ the depression near p F , which is around the ⌫H direction in Li and Li 87 Mg 13 but shifts to a position midway between ⌫H and ⌫ P direction in alloys with higher Mg concentration, ͑iii͒ a broad peak around pϭ0.4 a.u. along ⌫H in Li 60 Mg 40 , and ͑iv͒ a broad peak around pϭ0.4 a.u. along ⌫ P direction in Li 87 Mg 13 , associated with a depression around pϭ0.7 a.u. The strong oscillatory behavior of ⌬͑p͒ between 0 and 0.4 a.u., especially along ⌫H, seems to be an artifact of the reconstruction procedure since the oscillation amplitudes are of the same order as the error in this region of momentum space, indicated in Fig. 7 . As shown in Fig. 8 , the aforementioned structures ͑i͒ through ͑iii͒ in ⌬͑p͒ are also found, when the 3D reconstruction procedure is applied to the calculated directional CP's ͑after including the experimental resolution͒ for the same 11͑12͒ directions used for the reconstruction of the experimental data. The structure ͑i͒ in Li near the N point can be attributed to the bulge of the FS in the ͓110͔ direction on the one hand ͑analyzed in more detail in Sec. V C below͒, and the strong higher momentum component induced by the G 110 th component of the crystal potential on the other. Both are separated by a momentum density gap, so that a double-peak structure occurs. With increasing Mg concentration, the FS makes contact with the 110 BZ boundary, causing the double-peaked structure to flow into a single peak shifted to somewhat higher momenta. The structure ͑ii͒ of ⌬͑p͒ can be traced back to the reduction of the FS radius in ͓100͔ and ͓111͔ direction when compared with its mean value; this reduction is larger along the ͓100͔ than the ͓111͔ direction of Li and Li 87 Mg 13 and of nearly equal size for higher Mg concentrations. Finally, fea- tures ͑iii͒ and ͑iv͒, which are only somewhat outside the error limits, presumably reflect the effect of redistribution of momentum density since they do not appear to be correlated to the FS topology. Notably, as seen by comparing Figs. 6 and 8 for the 13% alloy, structure ͑iv͒ is visible only in the experimental ⌬͑p͒ but not in the corresponding theoretical plots.
C. 3D reconstruction of the occupation number density, Fermi-surface anisotropy
We have performed a 3D reconstruction of the occupation number density N(k) in the repeated zone scheme via Eq. ͑8͒ by using the interpolated values of B(R) obtained in the course of the ͑p͒ reconstruction. The results are presented in Fig. 9 for the ⌫NPH plane. Figure 10 gives the corresponding error map. 6 Assuming a single-sheeted FS, one reasonable approach 50 is to define the FS as the surface of constant N(k), i.e.,
N͑k͒ϭconstϭc, ͑9͒
where the constant c must be chosen to obtain the correct FS volume. This may be achieved, for example, in terms of the free-electron radius k F0 :
where
and n e is the valence-electron density. The trace of the FS in the ⌫NPH plane of the repeated zone scheme, determined by the preceding procedure is marked in Fig. 9 by bold lines. The FS radius ͉k F ͉ can then be measured along an arbitrary direction in the BZ, this ra- FIG. 11 . Fermi radius k F (␣) in the ⌫NPH plane, ␣ is the angular distance of k F from the ͓110͔ direction for Li and the LiMg alloys, as indicated in the insets. Screen-processed range: confidence range of the experiment. The long-dashed line is the extrapolated margins of the experimental confidence range. The bold solid line is the calculated ͓KKR ͑Li͒, KKR-CPA ͑LiMg alloys͔͒. The short dashed line is the range of FS smearing in the calculation due to disorder-induced scattering. The thin solid line is the distance of the 110-Brillouin-zone boundary from the ⌫ point as a function of ␣.
dius must however be corrected as detailed in Ref. 6 by subtracting the FS anisotropy which appears even when the N(k) reconstruction is performed using identical profiles. Figure 11 gives a plot of the FS radius k F (␣) where ␣ is the angle between k F and the ͓110͔ direction in the ⌫NPH plane. Thin solid lines give the corresponding distance from ⌫ to the 110-BZ boundary. The shaded region indicates the confidence range of the experimental k F (␣) values. The margins of this confidence range have been extended by long dashed lines to obtain an estimate of the FS neck radius on the 110-BZ boundary. The FS radii k F (␣) in a disordered alloy may be defined via the positions of the peak in the spectral density function A(k,E) along various directions in the BZ at EϭE F . These spectral peaks will in general possess finite widths ⌬k F (␣) reflecting the disorder scattering of states. In this sense, the alloy FS may be viewed as being ''smeared'' or ''broadened.'' 51 The KKR-CPA results for k F (␣)Ϯ⌬k F (␣) are shown by the short-dashed lines to indicate the effective ''width'' of the alloy FS. Figure 11 shows that the FS in Li is less anisotropic than predicted by the present LDA based calculations ͑e.g., the calculated change between the ͓110͔ and ͓100͔ radii is substantially larger than the measurements͒. In the 13 at. % Mg alloy one sees a better accord as the shaded experimental region falls within the short dashed lines giving the width of the theoretical FS. This trend continues for the 28 at. % Mg alloy, but for the 40 at. % Mg alloy the computed radii appear to be systematically larger than the measurement. The KKR-CPA size of the 110 neck ͑full circles connected by an interpolating curve͒ is compared with the present Compton ͑open squares͒ as well as the earlier 16 2D-ACAR experiments ͑filled triangles͒ in Fig. 12 ; the dashed lines again represent the disorder-induced FS width. The Compton experiment exhibits a contact with the 110-BZ boundary even in the 13 at. % Mg alloy contrary to the KKR-CPA computation, where only the upper limit of the disorder induced FS smearing produces a contact. But it can be seen in Fig. 12 that, also for higher Mg concentrations, both the neck diameter of our Compton measurements as well as the neck diameter of the 2D-ACAR results are always nearer to the upper limit of the theoretical disorder-induced smearing of the neck diameter. Therefore, the present results suggest that the LiMg alloy starts to develop a Fermi-surface neck at the 110-Brillouin-zone boundary already for Mg concentrations somewhat smaller than 13 at. %, slightly lower than the critical Mg concentration x c ϭ19-20 found by both 1D-ACAR measurements 13 and thermopower and resistivity measurements, 17 and in total disagreement with the results of other experiments, [19] [20] [21] listed in the Introduction, which all deduce x c larger than 30. Unfortunately, no 2D-ACAR results 16 for xϽ28 were presented. Nevertheless, the good agreement between the Compton and the 2D-ACAR results for higher Mg concentration is striking and seems to indicate that the KKR-CPA underestimates the neck width of the LiMg alloys.
D. Second derivative of the Compton profiles
FS-induced discontinuities in the momentum density can be highlighted via the second derivative d 2 J(p z )/dp z 2 of the CP since such discontinuities will, in general, appear as peaks in d 2 J(p z )/dp z 2 . In analyzing structure in d 2 J(p z )/dp z 2 , it is important, however, to bear in mind the complex interplay of effects of experimental resolution, electron correlation, lattice potential, and in the case of an alloy, of disorder scattering of states. Note first that for noninteracting free electrons, d
2 J(p z )/dp z 2 will consist of a ␦-function-like peak which sits on top of a step function, both located at k F ; the inclusion of experimental resolution will then yield an asymmetric peak. Disorder in alloys will cause further broadening whose shape is Lorentzian at least for weakly scattering cases. Electron correlation not only reduces the size of the FS breaks and thus the weight of the associated ␦ function in d 2 J(p z )/dp z 2 , 34 but also rounds momentum density in the vicinity of k F . This rounding may be roughly thought as a rather broad component ͑width of the order of the Fermi momentum͒ to the FS peak in d 2 J(p z )/dp z 2 ; note that this additional structure is not resolution limited as in the case for the peak arising from the FS discontinuity. Finally, the effect of the periodic lattice potential is somewhat similar to that of correlation in that the FS breaks are reduced, and the momentum density is rounded, although additional breaks in this case will generally appear at Umklapp momenta. One should bear these remarks in mind for proper analysis of the structure in d 2 J( p z )/dp z 2 . In discussing Fig. 13 , it is helpful to focus first on the theoretical spectra. The position of all FS peaks are seen to move to higher momenta with increasing Mg concentration as the FS grows in size consistent with the results of Fig. 11 . This is true of the ͑110͒ peak position as well, except that in this case the contact with the BZ boundary occurs around x approximately 18% ͑see Fig. 12͒ ; the ͑110͒ peak is thus essentially pinned to the zone boundary for greater Mg concentrations although some shifts in the ͑110͒ peak position still continue to take place due to subtle spectral weight changes in the underlying momentum density. All peaks in the alloys are of course broadened compared to Li due to the effect of disorder smearing.
An examination of Fig. 13 indicates that the positions of the FS peaks in the experimental spectra move to higher momenta with increasing Mg concentration in much the same way as the corresponding theoretical predictions. However, the experimental ͑110͒ peak position shows a substantially larger movement in going from Li to the 13% Mg alloy. This is to be expected since, as already noted above, the KKR-CPA predicts the appearance of the ͑110͒ neck at a higher Mg critical concentration than the present measurements.
We emphasize that although the heights of the theoretical FS peaks in Fig. 13 decrease systematically with increasing Mg content due to disorder smearing, the experimental peak heights are more or less independent of the alloy composition. In the 40% Mg alloy, theory and experiment seem to be in reasonable accord in this respect even though in Li this is far from being the case. This is surprising because we do not expect electron correlation effects to change much as r s changes from 3.26 in Li to 2.91 in the 40% Mg alloy, i.e., by only 11%. Recall from Fig. 5 that the overall shape and amplitude of the difference between the computed ͑LDA based͒ and measured CP's is quite the same in all alloys. If one makes the reasonable assumption that the discrepancy of Fig. 5 originates in the electron correlation effects beyond the LDA missing in the computations, it follows that such effects are fairly insensitive to Mg concentration, contrary to the results of Fig. 13 where the discrepancy is quite large in Li but not in Li 60 Mg 40 . In fact, the order of magnitude of the discrepancy for the 40% Mg alloy in Fig. 13 could be explained straightforwardly via Lam-Platzman-type correction within the LDA framework ͑not included in the present computations in alloys͒. It is important to establish whether Li or Li 60 Mg 40 in Fig. 13 is more representative of the behavior of the momentum density around FS breaks in metals. Further investigation of this issue should prove worthwhile.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
͑1͒ As in the case of pure Li, 3, 4 the values of all measured total valence CP's of LiMg alloys are smaller at p z ϭ0, and larger values at pϷk F compared to the corresponding KKR- CPA-LDA predictions. The inclusion of the so-called LamPlatzman correction 33 to the theoretical CP's within the LDA framework is expected only to reduce the size of this discrepancy somewhat but not eliminate it. Much like the earlier study of Li, 4 these results indicate the importance of plasmaron states in the Compton scattering process, and suggest that the FS break in LiMg alloys is strongly reduced compared to the jellium computations. 34 Moreover, the amplitudes of oscillations in the measured directional differences are smaller than the corresponding computations in alloys investigated, indicating that the contributions of umklapp FS's to the CP's is smaller than KKR-CPA predictions, especially in the low Mg concentration regime.
͑2͒ An analysis of the anisotropic part of the reconstructed 3D-momentum density in Li and LiMg alloys gives strong evidence for the presence of a FS neck ͓around the ͑110͒ BZ boundary͔ whose size grows with increasing Mg concentration.
͑3͒ The reconstructed 3D occupation number density of Li and LiMg alloys enables a determination of the radii of the aforementioned ͑110͒ FS necks. The experimental neck radii are found to be systematically higher than the KKR-CPA results, but in accord with the corresponding ACAR measurements. 15, 16 The present Compton data indicates the presence of the neck even in the 13 at. % Mg alloy, whereas the KKR-CPA predicts the ͑110͒ neck to first appear at the critical concentration of about 18 at. % Mg.
͑4͒ The FS related peaks in the second derivative d 2 J(p z )/dp z 2 of the CP's move much as expected to higher momenta with increasing Mg content reflecting the growth of the FS dimensions. The KKR-CPA predicts the heights of the FS peaks in d 2 J(p z )/dp z 2 to decrease as Mg concentration increase due to disorder scattering effects. The corresponding measured peaks however are nearly unchanged in height so that theory and experiment are curiously in reasonable accord for the 40 at. % Mg alloy even though this is far from being the case in Li. This puzzling result bears further investigation since it hints that the behavior of momentum density in Li may be idiosynchratic and not representative of metals more generally.
